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Security problems facing nations in the 21st century
increasingly spill over geographic, disciplinary, and
institutional boundaries, making concerted attention to the
challenges of updating methods for delivering and acting
upon strategic warnings an imperative. Many of these global
problems are:

a)“Owned” by no nation

b)Challenge existing national and international security
frameworks

c)Contain the potential for abrupt and catastrophic change
affecting every nation’s security

d)Solutions require globally collaborative efforts
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“If I had an hour to save the world, I
would spend 59 minutes defining the

problem and one minute finding
solutions”

Albert Einstein
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“Strategic intelligence is that intelligence necessary to create
and implement a strategy, typically a grand strategy, what
officialdom calls a national strategy.”

The State of Strategic Intelligence:
The Intelligence Community's Neglect of Strategic

Intelligence
(John Heidenrich, Studies in Intelligence, 2007)

“Strategic foresight” defines a specific approach to
looking ahead that is focused on exploring a broad range of
possibilities. This distinguishes this art from prediction,
focused on the certain or near-certain …forecasting
(probabilities)…”

Warren Fishbein,
Paper delivered at Kings College, 18 September 2009
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Overcoming Barriers to Foresight & Risk Assessment

Three Horizons of Risk
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Re-perceiving Security Within A Global Framework
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Understanding Dynamic Feedbacks and Connections
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"This is the first financial crisis of the
global age. And there is no clear map

that has been set out from past
experience to deal with it.”

UK Prime Minister Brown February 2009

“The primary near-term security concern of
the United States is the global economic
crisis and its geopolitical implications…

Time is probably our greatest threat.” U.S.
Director of National Intelligence (DNI) Blair February

2009

Global Financial Crisis

Photo: Associated Press, 2008

A Current Example of Systemic Risk, Abrupt Change
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Climate change may not be a smooth and gradual process

� The loss of summer sea ice in
the Arctic has been non-linear
and went beyond the outer
bounds of the IPCC’s range of
possibilities.

� Climate changes will not follow
linear trend lines. Preparations
should anticipate greater
variability, not gradual
changes.

� How can a city prepare for a
100 year flood when we don’t
know what a 100 year flood
means any more?

Uncommon Challenges
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Disasters serve to wake us up to
reality… but, by definition, the wake

up call comes too late. - adapted
from Natural Security (2008)

Fighting the last war?
The Mounting Costs of Ill-Preparedness…Adaptation to

novel security threats often occurs after major
disasters/unexpected developments
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Energy & Environmental Security . . .
� Focusing on “pieces” makes global risks invisible: need to emphasize

whole systems

� Cross-boundary issues need cross-boundary approaches

� Traditional security institutions ill-equipped to deal with these
challenges because it is not what they were designed to do

� Scientific consensus lags behind scientific discovery, affecting the
timeliness and accuracy of security assessments based on the
science

� Vast preponderance of the insight we need is discoverable only in the
public domain

� Shift from collection to sense-making; from collecting “intelligence” to
“collective intelligence”

� Threats and risks are systemic and non-linear . . . only a system can
address a system
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Challenge Response

Direct & indirect security challenges

‘Beyond’ traditional national security

Global, systemic, interdependent

Knowledge exists in multiple areas

Intelligence available from ‘open
sources’

Vulnerable social, economic & natural
systems

Develop ‘Strategic’ intelligence

Complement current security frameworks

Nurture an adaptive knowledge ‘ecosystem’

Leverage diversity &connect knowledge

Engage open participation - Gov, industry,
NGOs

Develop resilient and adaptive systems

The Need to Mimic The Security Challenge

Organisational Challenge

Reinventing theReinventing the ““HowHow””
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Global & co-evolutionary

Recombinant international networks

“Bottom-up” organization

Collaborative foresight techniques

Public sphere

Principles:

International partnership - US initiated

On-line platform and face-to-face

Participants from many nations

Projects emphasizing how to factor risks
and uncertainties into assessments

Unclassified, open, multidisciplinary

Implementation So Far:

Deploying Systems For Open Global Engagement:
Connecting Across Boundaries
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http://globaleese.org/

Deploying Systems For Open Global Engagement

� Connect to people: discussion
forum with links to articles and

documents

� Qualify information: ability to ‘rate’
posted documents and articles

� Generate insights: threaded
conversations

� On 24/7 - RSS feeds to your
homepage

� Coming soon: Library/
Bibliography and a 'Question

Stream'

� Connect to people: discussion
forum with links to articles and

documents

� Qualify information: ability to ‘rate’
posted documents and articles

� Generate insights: threaded
conversations

� On 24/7 - RSS feeds to your
homepage

� Coming soon: Library/
Bibliography and a 'Question

Stream'
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A Global Foresight Commons

� Communicate and visualize the
likely and potential impacts of

alternative energy and
environmental security futures

� Translate --for access and
contributions by all--the

consequences of the fast-
changing science for different

regions around the world
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